
Candidates identified on Day 8
Thursday, Dec 23, 2021



Recap

Account is holding to slightly down; the main contributing factor is the additional UVXY calls 
that I purchased several days ago before the rally ensued.  Basically, I bought to many of 
them thinking the market would correct, which was clearly a mistake.  What I also noticed is 
customers are picking better candidates, those that are moving very rapidly up whereas I 
have been more conservative, and this has cost me some gains.  Watch the video to see 
more information on this.



Symbols

Symbols flagged today:

Symbols
QQQ
BITF
CHWY
COIN
RELY
NKLA
YOU
PRCH
INSP
HCAT

The best candidates 
were selected for the 
following slides.



QQQ

We see that the Nasdaq has rallied 4 days in a row from support at $380 and now 
hitting resistance at 400, this rally has given way to some spectacular rockets that we 
will see in the candidates to follow.  We don’t know if the Nasdaq is going to bounce off 
the resistance at $400 or power through it.  I am expecting hesitation and possibly a 
pullback to the middle o the range before a final breakout.



BITF

BITF has rallied off a support level at $4.40 with a strong bar 
today through CoralTrend.  I would expect this to continue, 
however with low price stocks remember to reduce allocation.  
This stock has already gone up 25% in just a few days



CHWY

CHWY has a very nice bullish pattern going through CoralTrend
with a higher low formed and a solid break bar today on a gap 
indicating the potential for more upside movement.



COIN

Coinbase global or COIN, is showing a high degree of bullish. On a 
launch bar through CoralTrend today.



RELY

Remitly global shows a nice saucer pattern and a launch bar with a start of a 
green  CoralTrend. This indicates new bullishness has entered the stocks, which 
should continue. A stop on a trade like this should probably be set at the base 
of the break bar, around $20.



NKLA

Very strong move on NKLA Nicola corporation indicating the potential for 
much more movement in the next few days.



YOU

YOU has a gap on the break bar today with a saucer pattern proceeding. It 
indicating strong bullishness coming into the stock.



PRCH

PRCH has a gap on the break bar, moving through CoralTread. Bullishness 
coming off support at about $15.



INSP

INSP inspire medical systems follows the $2.35. This indicates good 
strength and the potential for more upside movement in this stock.



HCAT

HCAT has a very nice saucer pattern followed by a break bar through 
CoralTrend, indicating sudden bullishness and interest in this stock.
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